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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Software Developer, 110000 грн.
 

Німеччина,  
 

Компанія: Greenfield Technology AG
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB фахівці, Консалтинг, Робота за
кордоном

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: від року

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

Have you had enough of being a tiny part of a big machine? Looking for a smaller independent employer? A company where you can
have a say and make a real individual impact? Well look no further...at Greenfield Technology you are in exactly the right place!
Greenfield Technology is a German, owner-managed company. At Greenfield, outstanding quality, efficiency and reliability go
without saying and are the cornerstones of our continual growth.

We have been offering Consulting Expert Services across the Health and Insurance sectors for over 25 years. Our company is
renowned for the development of innovative CRM solutions focusing on the individual and specific requirements of large
organisations, based on Pegasystems technologies.

We currently have opportunities for

Software Developer

(Project locations in Germany, Hamburg)

The Role:

At Greenfield, we support complex IT Services and help our customers to implement their business processes based on
Pegasystems Technologies. We have openings for Software Architects and Developers for BPM and CRM platforms. We welcome
applications from all levels - from graduates to senior software specialists.

Our Requirements:

Solid experience in object-oriented programming, preferably in Java and Java Script

Experience in database-interface programming, e.g. SOAP, SQL

Knowledge of build-chains and test automation an advantage

Ideally experience with Pega Technologies

Willingness to learn new technologies

Flexibility to travel and work on-site at customer locations on projects across Germany

Fluent written and spoken English, speaking German would be an advantage

The advantages we offer:

The opportunity to work at a high level of responsibility on assignments and projects at big name corporations

Excellent training from experts giving you the support you need to gain recognised certifications

An innovative work environment using cutting-edge technologies in the Cloud

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists
https://jobs.ua/vacancy/consulting
https://jobs.ua/vacancy/work_abroad


Flexible location, home office arrangement

Tailored advancement and training plan, we work closely with you on your development and career path

So what are you waiting for? Greenfield Technology AG gives you the chance to make an impact and to stay permanently in
Germany if you want.

We look forward to hearing from you!

Email: info@gf-tc.de

Tel. +491738055230

Звонить можно на Whatsapp или Viber, не стесняйтесь!

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +49(173)805-5230
 
 

Контактна
особа:

ЕленаХёниг
 

Сайт: http://www.greenfield.ag
 

Адреса: 40476 Düsseldorf
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